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To the Honorable CliiefJustice and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of New
Jersey.

These matters were before us based on two recommendations for discipline, one filed

by the District I Ethics C~mmittee and the other filed by the District IV Ethics Committee

("DECs"). The specific ~llegations of the complaints are set forth in the recitation of facts

for each matter.

Respondent was ~mitted to the New Jersey bar in 1995. At the time relevant to these

matters, he was engaged in private practice in Bridgeton, Cumberland County. In September

199Z respondent closed his law office and accepted employment as an assistant solicitor for



not sent to Miranda.

Beginning in or about late September 1997 Miranda made a number of unsuccessful

attempts to contact respondent. Ultimately, she was able to locate respondent through a third

party and to schedule an appointment for November 1997. On the day of the appointment,

respondent called Miranda and stated that he would be unable to meet with her. Respondent

also failed to keep a December 1997 appointment with Miranda. According to respondent,

he believed that Miranda would contact him to reschedule their meeting. Miranda, however,

filed an ethics grievance against respondent in December 1997. As of that time Miranda

believed that respondent ~vas still her attorney because she had paid him for the

representation. Respondenl~idid not supply Miranda with an itemized bill for his services and

did not return any of her retai~er.

The complaint charge~l respondent with a violation of RPC 1.1(a) (gross neglect),

RPC 1.3 (lack of diligence)i ~ 1.4 (failure to communicate), RP..__.~C 1.5 (failure to return an

unearned fee) and RPC 1. l~i iimproper termination of representation), mistakenly cited as

RPC 1.6.3

The DEC determinel,,that respondent was guilty of each of the allegations of the

3Throughout the reco~,.RPC_ 1.16 xs mistakenly cited as RPC 1.6. The correct rule is used
for this decision, without refere~ace to the error.



complaint.

The Maurone Matter (District Docket No. 1-97-030E)

On January 23, 1997 Bruce L. Maurone retained respondent to represent him in a civil

matter. Maurone paid respondent $300 as a fee and $200 for an expert’s report.

Respondent appeared on Maurone’s behalf on three occasions, when the case was

listed for hearing and then Continued. In early- to mid-October 1997 Maurone, rather than

respondent, received notic4 of an upcoming November 6,1997 arbitration hearing.4 After

receiving the notice, Maulrone attempted to contact respondent, to no avail. Maurone

testified that, as of that time, he had not received a letter from respondent advising him that

he was closing his practice.

In or about mid-October Maurone located respondent’s new office and spoke with

him. Maurone testified thal~, after this conversation, it was his understanding that respondent

was still representing him. Respondent, however, failed to appear for the November 6, 1997

arbitration hearing.

After their October ill 997 conversation, Maurone was unable to contact respondent.

By letter dated Novembe~ 17, 1997 Maurone requested that respondent return his file.

Respondent turned over Mau!rone’s file on December 8, 1997, after he had been served with

the ethics grievance filed py,IMaur°ne"

4presumably the notice was sent to Maurone because respondent had left private practice and
had notified the court of his 4wi~thdrawal from the matter.
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Respondent claimed that he had notified Maurone that he was closing his law office

and stated that he did not al~pear for the November 1997 hearing because he thought that he

was no longer representing ]Maurone. There is an indication in the record that Maurone did

receive respondent’s letterI recommending another attorney because, at the DEC hearing,

Maurone stated that the attorney’s name was in the file.

The complaint char~ed respondent with a violation of RPC 1.1 (a), RPC 1.3, RPC 1.4,

RPC 1.5 and RPC 1.16.

The DEC found respoaadent guilty of a violation of RPC 1.16 only, for his failure to

notify Maurone that he wds ’leaving private practice and failure to insure that his client’s

rights were adequately probe�ted.

The Padilla Matter (DistriQt Docket No. 1-97-031E)

On April 22, 1997 1; osaura Padilla retained respondent to represent her in a divorce

proceeding. She made peri~)dic payments to respondent totaling $750. Padilla made her last

payment on August 25, 19~I7i Padilla testified that, at the time she retained respondent, she

and her then-husband had ~een separated for eight years and had two children.5

~The complaint alleges lhat respondent told Padilla that her husband had been served with
the complaint and that they w~r~ awaiting a court date. Respondent did not recall that conversation.
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Following a second meeting with respondent in or about April 1997, Padilla made

numerous attempts to contact him, to no avail. Ultimately, in November 1997, Padilla called

respondent at home. During that conversation, respondent stated that he would not represent

her any longer and agreed to return her fee.6 He did not, however.

Respondent admitted telling Padilla that he would return the retainer fee. He testified

that he did not send the funds, however, because he was waiting for proof of payments,

which Padilla failed to send him. Respondent added that, in December 1997, he received

Padilla’s ethics grievance agd did not think it was appropriate to return the funds at that time.

According to resporldent, he did not file a complaint for divorce in Padilla’s behalf

because, in early August 1997, it was brought to his attention by his paralegal that "[t]he date

of the separation would predate the birth of [Padilla’s] children and that kind of raised some

issues as to the validity of tile complaint and that caused some concern." T3/10/99 302-303.

In addition, respondent stated, more than half of his fee was still outstanding. According to

respondent, he told his secretary to contact Padilla and set up a meeting to discuss the

complaint. Respondent dic~ not follow up on that directive.

Padilla denied recei~ving notice from respondent’s office, advising her that he was

closing his practice.      .

The record did not fully expl

°The record does not
representation.

this issue; neither did the DEC discuss it in its report.

’eqeal if respondent gave Padilla a reason for his withdrawal from the



The complaint charged respondent with a violation of RPC 1.1 (a), RPC 1.3, RPC 1.4,

RPC 1.5 and RPC 1.16.

The DEC found that respondent was guilty of each of the alleged violations of the

complaint.

The Lewis Matter (District

On July 9, 1997 Dr.

estate matter. The agreed

testified that, after their Jub

of months, despite at least s!x

that, between July 9 and Se~!

at an unspecified time, he ~a~

and Lewis agreed, howevet,

i3 9cket No. 1-97-031E)

i J~hn A. Lewis retained respondent to represent him in a real

,on fee was $1,000, which Lewis paid on that date. Lewis

1997 meeting, he did not hear from respondent for a number

zalls and a number of letters. Contrarily, respondent testified

:mber 1, 1997, he had six conversations with Lewis and that,

difficulty reaching Lewis, who had become ill. Respondent

:hat respondent called Lewis in January 1998. During that

conversation, respondent sla.ed that he was working in Atlantic County. According to

Lewis, he did not inquire about the status of his case during their conversation. Rather,

respondent told Lewis that hi would get back to him. Seven to ten days later, respondent

contacted Lewis and advisqd
!.

civil suit and then to contact

him to file criminal charges against one of the parties to the

tim. Thereafter, Lewis did not attempt to contact respondent
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and ultimately retained otll~ counsel, to whom respondent forwarded the file.
!

The record reveals tllat, in connection with the civil action, respondent wrote letters

in Lewis’ behalf and had nli~erous phone calls with the parties involved. He did not file any

pleadings in Lewis’ behalf.

Respondent did not refund any part of Lewis’ retainer. Furthermore, according to

Lewis, until their January

closing his law practice.

1998 conversation respondent had not advised him that he was

The complaint char~e~l respondent with a violation of RPC 1.1 (a), RPC 1.3, .RPC 1.4,

RPC 1.5 and RPC 1.16.

The DEC determin~�

complaint.

The Wiley Matter (District

In March 1997 resl

matter. There are no alleg~

that respondent failed to c

violation of RPC 8.1. Resl:

that respondent was guilty of each of the allegations of the

,~ocket No. 1-97-029E)

oiadent was retained to represent John D. Wiley in a criminal

:iOns that respondent mishandled the case. The only charge was
’1

~perate with the DEC investigator assigned to this matter, in

31~dent was also charged, in each of the above four matters, with



a violation of RPC 8.1, for failure to cooperate with the DEC.

The DEC was unable to find clear and convincing evidence of a violation of RPC 8.1

in any of the five matters. The DEC determined that respondent cooperated with the DEC

investigator on some lever; replying to letters and tuming over the documents he had

available. Respondent stated that his records were in disarray and that some of the

documents in these matters were either in storage and could not be located or were on a

computer hard drive that "crashed". In addition, respondent’s counsel notified the

investigator that there was no further documentation or information available to them.

Respondent was als~

with a violation of RPC

together.

¢.harged, in the Miranda, Maurone, Padilla and Lewis matters,

l(b) (pattern of neglect), when the matters were considered

The DEC did not find respondent guilty of a pattern of neglect, concluding that,

because respondent’s misconduct in these matters occurred during the same time period, that

is. when he "abandoned his private practice," that conduct did not constitute a pattern of

neglect.



Respondent advanced a number of mitigating factors. Specifically, respondent’s

father passed away in the fall of 1996. Respondent, who apparently already had a drinking

problem, sought solace in alcohol and his alcohol consumption escalated.7 In addition,

respondent did not have a more experienced attorney to guide him early in his law practice.

In or about Septeml~er 1997 respondent began psychiatric treatment with Gary M.

Glass, M.D.8 Respondent testified that he has been sober since May 1998, has learned to

handle stress and has maia~ined stability while working in the Atlantic City Solicitor’s

Office. In his report, Dr. Ol~ss noted that

...the unusual aspec’tsiofthe relationship between John and his father brought
elements to his passin~ that were far beyond the normal pain of a son losing
his father. John indi,~a~es that he was arrested and charged with Driving Under
the Influence on his .way home from father’s [sic] funeral.

[Exhibit R-23 at 3]

Dr. Glass conclude~ Os follows:

There is no doubt th lttJohn Forkin endured a period of severe depression and
anxiety. During this l~e~ riod he was impulsive, drank frequently and to excess,
and his judgment w ~tsi impaired. He does not feel that his behavior impacted
adversely on his v ol’k per se but there is evidence that he handled his
professional life w th a distracted attention that was characteristic of his
behavior for this bri ffperiod but was not part of his character either before his
father’s passing or ince his abstinence. "However, when his behaviors were
brought to his attention he sought help immediately and through the right
channels. John pursued the Lawyer’s Assistance Program and participated
actively in AA. H~
since then, he has re
professional manne
successful solicitor.

7Respondent did not

8Respondent had bee~

’~leaned up his act’ and in spite of significant stresses
!r~ined from alcohol use and sought help in an appropriate
¯ In this interval, John has become a highly productive and

trivet his father until he was twelve years old.

I s~eing another psychiatrist, whom he stopped seeing when he moved.
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While I am ~ no position to speak of the specific content of John
Forkin’s thought proCesses during this period, it is safe to say that his thinking
was impaired by his ~xcessive alcohol intake and that while it appears that he
did adequately for hiS clients with regard to representation, the organizational
aspects of his practice, organization of his finances, and his personal life
suffered considerably. There is not doubt that these problems were an
outgrowth of a brief period of impulsive and uncharacteristic behaviors during
a time of serious anc~ self destructive depression. John has resoled [sic] those
conflicts, come to grips with his alcohol abuse/addiction, sought help in
appropriate ways and created a successful and productive professional life. I
think is [sic] was wl~e and continues to be ~mportant that John s professlona
activities now occur.~r~ the setting of a ’job’ in which he is surrounded by other
professionals and su~port staff. While I believe that he will ultimately be able
to return to the priva
not choose) I belie~
professional positio~

The hearing panel re

forth in the record:

We have con
father in October, 1~
respondent’s lack.
considered as aggr
responsibility for tt
practice of law and
paralegal took care.
a witness, he intro&
was going out of bu
clients, no attorneys

9Respondent submitt~
before us.

,and independent practice of law (which he may, or may,
~hat he is best served, in the short run, by his current
’i (Emphasis added.)
:! [Exhibit R-23 at 5-6]9

pgrt summarized both the mitigating and aggravating factors set

,!

~i~lered mitigating facts such as the loss of respondent’s
196, respondent’s recovery from alcohol dependence, and
~f~ supervision by an experienced attorney. We also
~tx~ating factors respondent’s continued failure to take
ieinegligent manner in which he abandoned his private
h~s lack of credibility in presenting his defense that his
~flnotifying clients, e.g., he failed to call the paralegal as
jc~d no evidence of other clients who were notified that he
~i~ess, he could not produce copies of any letters sent to
~ho took on the clients testified on his behalf.
i [Hearing panel report at 7]

d ia more current report from Dr. Glass on the morning of the hearing
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As mentioned abovei the DEC found that respondent had violated RPC 1.1 (a), RPC

1.3, RPC 1.4, RPC 1.5 and ~ 1.16 in the Miranda, Padilla and Lewis matters and RPC

1.16 in Maurone. The DECir¢commended that respondent be suspended for a period of six

months. In addition, the DEC believed that respondent should return the following retainers:

$800 to Miranda, $700 to padilla and $750 to Lewis (the DEC noted that respondent did

perform some work in LeWis’ behalf). Furthermore, the DEC suggested that, when

respondent returns to practi!:e,i he associate himself with an experienced attorney to serve as

his mentor.

The complaint in thi.,

arose from a business trans~

of RPC 3.3(a)(1) (knowing

cited as R_PC 3.3(b)) and

misrepresentation) (count

lawyer’s honesty, trustworl

8.1 (a) (false statement offa~

DOCKET NO. DRB 99-355
District Docket No. IV-97-~)34El°

;matter set out five counts of misconduct. The first three counts

~ciion in which respondent was involved and alleged a violation

false statement of material fact or law to a tribunal, mistakenly

~. 8.4(c) (conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or

~e); RPC 8.4(b) (criminal act that reflects adversely on the

ai~ess or fitness as a lawyer) and RPC 8.4(c) (count two); RPC

:t br law to a disciplinary authority) and RPC 8.4(c) (count three);

~°This matter was refe r~d to the DEC by a Cumberland County judge. The matter was sent
to the District IV Ethics Coml hi,tee for hearing. The matter was also brought to the attention of the
Office of the Attorney General imd the Cumberland County Prosecutor. Neither office took action
against respondent.
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RPC 7.5(a)(1) (false or mis] ~ading letterhead) (count four); and RPC 5.5(a) violation of the

regulations governing the leI ~al profession, more specifically, practicing law while ineligible)

(count five).

Count One

On June 28, 1996 re

National Bank of Bridgetc

automobile ("the Mercedes’

Spondent borrowed $18,528 from The Farmers and Merchants

nI.("F&M") to purchase a second-hand 1989 Mercedes Benz

’Or "the car") from Theodore Ritter, Esq. Ritter was counsel for

F&M. The note, security agreement signed by respondent states as follows:

Property. The word ~erty’ means the following described property which
I am giving to security for the payment of [illegible] indebtedness
and performance of Ell my other obligations under this Agreement:

1989 MERCI ;DES BENZ, 4DR, SERIAL # WDBCA24E3KA471972
[Exhibit C-7]

Respondent contend s ~,hat he did not anticipate that the car would serve as collateral

for the loan. Rather, he cl~il~s, this was to be an unsecured "bridge" loan until the closing

of a mortgage loan on his ~l~use. Kenneth C. Konschak, Jr., a vice-president of F&M,

testified, however, that, alt]! ,~gh this was to be a temporary auto loan to be paid off by the

mortgage proceeds, there ~as no question that the car was to be used to secure the loan.

Mark Yoshioka, an employ~ of the mortgagee bank, testified that Konschak had contacted

him about the loan. Yoshic~lia advised him that respondent’s intent was to pay off the car

c~eds. Ritter, too, testified that the car loan was to be a bridgeloan with the mortgage pr~

loan in anticipation of the rtortgage loan. As it turned out, however, there were insufficient

funds from the mortgage loan to pay off the car loan.
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Respondent arguec that F&M personnel never asked him for the title to the car, a

requirement if the car was to be used as security for the loan. Konschak, however, testified

that F&M had asked for the. title.

In April 1997 resp0ndent’s loan payments were two months in arrears. He issued a

check to F&M for two months’ payments, but the check was retumed for insufficient funds.

Thereafter, on April 29, !1997, Ritter, as counsel for F&M, filed a complaint for replevin

against respondent. The domplaint alleged that respondent had made only one payment on

the car since February 28, ~ 997, that the check had been returned for insufficient funds, that

respondent had failed to gi

that the car was fully insm

v¢ F&M the title to the car and that he had failed to provide proof

ed. The complaint sought to compel respondent to surrender the

car, to pay compensatory ~lamages, to surrender the original certificate of title, to provide

proof of liability, collisio

denying F&M’s interest ir

On April 29, 1997

show cause requiring resp

full insurance coverage o

should not be ordered to su

with the complaint and ord

wrote to Ritter, acknowh

discussed the underlying r

In evidence is a veh

1, 1997, respondent traded

a and comprehensive insurance, and to estop respondent from

the car.

h~ Honorable Michael Brooke Fisher, J.S.C., signed an order to

,nident to produce to the court, on or before May 2, 1997, proof of

the car and to appear on June 6, 1997 to show cause why he

render the car and the certificate of title. Respondent was served

;t]to show cause on April 30, 1997. On the same date, respondent

Idled receipt of the complaint and order to show cause and

aa~er.
.I
!c~e lease agreement and retail buyers order revealing that, on May

in the Mercedes to a car dealer for a credit on a lease of another
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vehicle. Previously, in or al~out July or August 1996, respondent had titled the Mercedes in

Pennsylvania. Respondent iraded in the car without a title and executed an application for

a duplicate certificate of title. According to the car salesman that assisted respondent,

respondent had stated that he owned the Mercedes. Similarly, the general manager of the

dealership testified that respOndent had told him that he had clear, unencumbered title to the

Mercedes.

On May 2, 1997 Rit~e~ appeared before Judge Fisher. Respondent was not present.

Respondent had previouslyiadvised Ritter that he had a scheduling conflict that day. Ritter

told respondent that his appearance was not necessary, but that he had to provide proof of full

insurance coverage to the c~urt. When respondent failed to do so, the judge ordered him to

appear in court on May 5, 1997 with proof of full insurance coverage and to deliver the car

and the certificate of title tO

"’faxed" to respondent a COl:

policy that respondent had

policy supplied by respond~

to drive the car and suggesl

the courthouse. Immediately after his court appearance, Ritter

~ of the court’s order and acknowledged receipt of an insurance

’~axed" to him that day. Ritter pointed out that the insurance

nI provided only liability coverage. Ritter urged respondent not

~ that he consult with an attorney.

On May 2, 1997 resp ~dent wrote to Judge Fisher to advise him that the Mercedes did

not serve as collateral for the loan and that the loan was supposed to have been consolidated

with his mortgage loan. R~s~ondent~ also informed Judge Fisher that the bank had never

requested title to the Me,c des was
! ~ and that the title

"still lawfully in [his] name."

Furthermore, respondent stlt4d that Ritter had co-signed the loan, a contention Ritter denied.

Finally, respondent advise~t tthe court that the car would not be driven until he had an
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opportunity to consult with counsel.

On May 2, 1997 respondent called Judge Fisher’s then law clerk, Michael Paul

Fralinger, Esq. According ~to Fralinger, during the conversation he advised respondent to

appear on May 5 and to bring the car to the courthouse. Respondent stated that he could not

bring the Mercedes becaus~ it was in storage. Respondent further stated that the insurance

company did not want him tO drive the car because of problems with the insurance coverage.

Respondent did not tell Fraliager that he had traded in the Mercedes.

On May 5, 1997 res

respondent revealed to the

vehicle. The following ex~

MR. FORKR
my name. I had to -
agency, that frankly
kept breaking. I col

THE COUR’
advised me that he 1
indicated some cone
to bring the motor v

MR. FORKII

i~ndent and Ritter appeared before Judge Fisher. At that time,

’,Ourt that he had traded in the Mercedes for a credit on another

a~mge took place between respondent and Judge Fisher:

~/:~ .. Frankly, that automobile has been - - is no longer in
1~ represent I conveyed title to an individual, automobile

lad to go and get another vehicle because the Mercedes
no longer afford to keep it on the road.

"’~ - - Friday, when my - - this morning, my law clerk
~a~l some conversations with you on Friday in which you
ern because the order required not only you to be here but
~hicle - -

~i Yes, Your Honor.

THE COUR’[’:! - - and that you said that it was garaged to him.

MR. FORK3~! Well, its not - - it’s not being driven. My.
representation, You : !tonor, to your law clerk was the fact that this was in a

~e ’ 1~garage and, to my u ~ rstanding, it is; it s not being driven. But the bottom
line is, Your Honor t~at the automobile is no longer - -

~lD~spite respondent!Is ~ontention to the contrary, a salesman from the dealership testified
that respondent did not ask t!~etn to keep the car off the road.
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THE COURT:
it was garaged.

You didn’t tell him you sold the automobile. You said

THE COURT: You told my law clerk that if the bank was concemed
about the vehicle being driven while it’s uninsured, that, that presenting [sic]
a problem for you aad that the vehicle was garaged.

MR. FORKIN: I never said it was still in my custody, Your Honor.

I’m not trying to play cute, Your Honor. I just - -

THE COUR"
So when you told m

MR. FORKlq
was no danger of it

THE COUR"

MR. FORKI
That’ s correct.

Also during the Ma)

signed the loan in his pres~

that the loan was secured

documents was his. Respc

until May 1, 1997. (As no

In response to Judge Fish~

Mercedes on April 29, 19

recollection. No, Your Ho

Well, you’re not trying to but you’re achieving that.
iaw clerk that the vehicle was garaged, - -

~l:! That there’s no danger of it being driven and that there
b~ing broken on the roadside. Your Honor, --
-!

[’: All right. Wait. But you sold it?

Your Honor, I no longer have the title to the vehicle.

[Exhibit C-5 at 5-7]

997 proceedings, respondent told the court that Ritter had co-

n~e. Respondent was shown the loan documents, which stated

,y !the Mercedes. Respondent admitted that the signature on the

ndent also stated that he did not receive the order to show cause

above, he was served with the document on April 30, 1997.)

question as to whether respondent was in possession of the

when the order was signed, respondent stated "[n]ot to my

~0r, I was not." In addition, respondent told the court that he had

sold the car ~’a week or so ~e~’ore this came up," that "the Mercedes was traded in before this

action," and that "[t]he carlwas disposed of before I knew of this suit and before Mr. Ritter
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filed this replevin action as ,p,er my recollection of what the facts are.’’~2

Following the May 5, 1997 court appearance, Judge Fisherordered that a

representative of the car dealership appear before him on May 12, 1997 to show cause why

the car should not be surretldered, pursuant to F&M’s security interest. The court further

ordered that the car be garaged pending the hearing¯

On May 12, 1997 th~ ~ourt learned that respondent had been served with the order to

show cause on April 30, 1~9.7 and that he had sold the Mercedes on May 1, 1997.Judge

Fisher pointed out to respo

stated that he had sold the

respondent stated that he ha

adent that, during the prior court appearance, respondent had

chr before having knowledge of these proceedings. In reply,

d not reviewed the complaint and order to show cause, when the

documents had arrived in hi

he believed that the documt

to a "fax" he received from

he stated that he could not

by counsel.

Near the end of the 1:

misrepresentations:"

¯.. I just met
properly read the do

I think what
know, I wasn’t prov
to the vehicle, belie~

s Office. He explained that he had client matters with F&M and

,’n~:s related to a client. Ritter then directed the court’s attention

r,~spondent, dated April 30, 1997 (mentioned above), in which

tppear on May 2, 1997 and expressed a desire to be represented

’o~eedings, respondent apologized to the court for"any negligent

el~ was hit with this matter, with these matters. I didn’t
:t~ments when I signed them; it’s pretty obvious.
happened was perhaps somewhere along the line, you
~d~d with a copy of the documents and I retained the title
’flag that the vehicle was mine. The title of the vehicle is

1997.

somewhere up in P~n9sylvanla. I’m sure of that. I just want there to be no

~2The replevin action~’!was filed on April 29, 1997 and served on respondent on April 30,
Respondent traded in ~� car on May 1, 1997.
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misunderstanding, Your Honor, that I in no way, shape or form intentionally
misled Your Honor 9ryour law clerk.

I frankly didn’t know how to deal with this matter, Your Honor. I was
panicked when I received the documents, knowing what I had done with the
vehicle and not to dig myself into any more of a hole, when I spoke to your
law clerk, I just wan~ed to assure him that the vehicle was safe. I didn’t mean
to mislead Your Hoiaor’s Court in saying that - - in not representing to the
Court that it had bee~ sold at that time. I didn’t know which way to tum, Your
Honor, and I sincerely apologize for not being forthcoming in that.

There was nol intent on my part to hide anything, as it were, and it’s a
personal embarrassm.ent to myself, Your Honor, not to have read the
documents as I slgn~d them at the bank in my haste and there was some other
collateral personal is ~es at that period late this past summer that affected me
and I apologize for a6t reading clearly. It was my duty to read. I can only
make a representatic~ni before Your Honor that I will make my best effort to
bring this matter cur r~t.

[Exhibit C-6 at 42-43]

On May 12, 1997 re,, ~ondent entered into a consent order with Ritter and the attorney

for the car dealer, in which el, agreed to pay the car dealer $9,500 by May 13, 1997 and $750

in counsel fees thirty days reafter. Respondent failed to pay that amount and filed for

bankruptcy in late July or early August 1997.

The complaint char~ ~ respondent with a violation of RPC 3.3(a)(1) (false statement

of material fact or law to a tr!bunal) and RPC 8.4(c).

The DEC found tha’ ~lach of the allegations in the first count of the complaint were

proven by clear and convincing evidence. The DEC pointed out that respondent’s answer

essentially admitted several of the allegations. Specifically, the DEC determined that

respondent borrowed apprcximately $18,000 from F&M to purchase a Mercedes, which was
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to serve as collateral for the]loan. The DEC labeled as "totally false" respondent’s contention

that he did not anticipate that~the Mercedes would serve as collateral, noting that respondent

signed a note-disclosure antd security agreement. Exhibit C-7.

The DEC found further that respondent’s comments to Judge Fisher and to Fralinger,

his law clerk, were "false and misleading."

Count Two

When respondent

Pennsylvania Bureau of D

application and a tax and f

on the tax and fees form

Mercedes was recorded a:

certificate of title as $18,50

tax, an amount calculated

Pennsylvania was under-r~

price and the recorded pur~

Respondent denied

Respondent testified that, v

was told the amount of ta:

paperwork in question. Re

amount without reviewing

~l~ained the car’s title in Pennsylvania, he submitted to the

:i,~er Licensing a certificate of title form, an assigned risk plan

form. On the back of the New Jersey certificate of title and

~oth of which respondent signed, the purchase pri~e of the

~8,500. Ritter testified that he had recorded the price on the

).~ The documentation showed that respondent paid $634 in sales

~ver an $8,500 purchase price. Thus, the sales tax due to

~rted by the $10,000 difference between the actual purchase

hgse price.

h~ving altered the purchase price of the car on the documents.

h~n he went to register the vehicle, he turned over his forms and

~ue. He claimed that he did not recall having filled out the

;l~ondent stated that he signed the forms and paid the specified

paperwork.
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The complaint charged respondent with a violation of RPC 8.4(b) (criminal act) and

RPC 8.4(c).

The DEC found clear and convincing evidence of the alleged misconduct. There was

no question to the DEC thati~ respondent submitted to the Pennsylvania Bureau of Driver

Licensing a certificate of t!tl~ containing false information. The DEC concluded that the

only individual who had a ~ancial interest in changing the price of the automobile on the

form was respondent "and ~at he in fact should have been aware if an amount of $634.00

was stated in the sales tax btrn, that this would not be an appropriate amount based on the

purchase price of the auto: n~bile." Accordingly, the DEC found that respondent violated

RPC 8.4(c). The DEC wa~ ~nable to conclude, however, that respondent had committed a

criminal act, in violation o ’~_~_ 8.4(b).

Count Three

By letter dated Au ;~st 18, 1997 respondent replied to the grievance filed in this

matter. He stated his belie [’~at the Mercedes was not collateral for the F&M loan and that

the original arrangement v ’a~ that the loan would be tied in with a mortgage loan. He also

contended that he did not r ,,a~t the complaint and order to show cause until a day or two after

its receipt and after he hac allready traded in the Mercedes.

By letter dated Au~ aSt 27, 1997 to the Office of Attorney Ethics (OAE), respondent

stood by "the position tha~i l~e] was unaware that [he] did not have full and legal title to the
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car in question or that the loan in question was anything but a personal loan." Respondent

reiterated that he did not review the April 29, 1997 order to show cause until May 1, 1997

and did not know of F&M’$ action until after he had traded in the car. According to

respondent, he believed thal ~e order to show cause was related to client matters.

In a January 15, 1~9~ interview with OAE investigators, respondent essentially

restated his unawareness thai5 the car was collateral for the F&M loan. Exhibit C-31.

had altered the purchase pr

By letter dated Januar~ 27, 1998 to the OAE, respondent denied the allegation that he

ic~ of the car on the certificate of title.

The complaint char

a disciplinary authority) a~

The DEC concludec

convincing evidence and

connection with this counl

It should be noted h,
of this Complaint
contained in the Fir
of those allegation~
respondent did no
misrepresentation it

respondent with a violation of RPC 8.1 (a) (false statement to

d’~____C_ 8.4(c).

~at the allegations in the complaint had been proven by clear and

:hat respondent had violated RPC 8.1(a) and RP___C_C 8.4(c). In

the DEC stated as follows:

’,re that the committee firmly believes that the Third Count
is quite similar in its totally [sic] with the allegations

.~inOUnt of this Complaint and is essentially a restatement
other words, the committee is of the belief that the

~in fact make false or misleading or statements of-
an entirely different area, but was consistent in this beliefs

[sic] as set forth in llis Answer to the allegations of the First and Third Counts.
[Hearing panel report at 3]
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Count Four

Respondent’s correspondence to Judge Fisher and to Ritter was written on letterhead
! ,

indicating that respondent Was a member of the bars of New Jersey, Pennsylvania and the

District of Columbia. In f~c~ respondent is admitted to the practice of law in New Jersey

only. The record does not l~e~,eal how long respondent used this letterhead.

Respondent testifiec

computer, indicating respo~

District of Columbia, seemi

According to respondent, 1~

letterhead and "white-out"

Respondent admitted, how

The complaint cha~

letterhead).

The DEC conclude(

respondent’s representatio

behalf." The DEC found

~at a friend had created a letterhead template for him on the

~&ent’s admission to the practice of law in Pennsylvania and the

hl}ly in anticipation of his bar membership in those jurisdictions.

 l id not know how to change the template and he would print

h~ references to the Pennsylvania and District of Columbia bars.

~v~er, that he "didn’t always white it out."

g~d respondent with a violation of RPC 7.5(a)(1)(misleading

tl~at, although the allegations of the complaint had been proven,

a ,on his letterhead was "essentially a gross oversight on his

hat, although respondent’s conduct was a technical violation of

RPC 7.5(a)(1), it was unintentional. The DEC did not include this count in its

recommendation for the appropriate measure of discipline.
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Count Five

The records maintained by the New Jersey Institute for Continuing Legal Education

(ICLE) revealed that, as of January 30, 1998, respondent had not completed the mandatory

skills and methods courses. ’~In evidence is a notice from ICLE to respondent, dated July 23,

1997, advising him of his d~ficiency in connection with the first year’s requirements.

Respondent testifi~dithat he never received notice that he was ineligible to practice

law. He stated that he had~been unable to attend the classes because his driver’s license had

been suspended. Respon~!e~at has since completed the first-, second- and third-year ICLE

requirements.

The complaint cha

The DEC did not

rg~d respondent with a violation of RPC 5.5(a).

fi~d clear and convincing evidence of a violation in this count,

concluding that ICLE ha~ nbt given proper notice to respondent that he had not completed

certain required courses.

or

In sum, the DEC c~ncluded that respondent 1)made a false statement of material fact

law to a tribunal; 2~ iengaged in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or

misrepresentation and 3) lmOwingly made a false statement of fact or law in connection with
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a disciplinary matter. In m!tigation, the DEC considered the testimony offered about

respondent’s father and reslJo~adent’s dependence on alcohol, as well as the character letters

submitted in respondent’s belialf and the report of his psychiatrist.13 Furthermore, the DEC

considered that respondent ~o~tinues to attend AA meetings and receives counseling for his

problems.

In light of the above t’aCtors, the DEC concluded that respondent should be suspended

for six months and that he should practice under the supervision of a proctor for twoyears,

after his reinstatement.

Upon a d__.e nov___9.o revii,0

!
that respondent’s conduct v~a

In the four matters u~ac

of the record, we are satisfied that the conclusion of the DEC

unethical is fully supported by clear and convincing evidence.

.~r Docket No. DRB 99-293, respondent was retained to pursue

two matrimonial matters arid o civil actions. Although respondent took some steps in his

clients’ interests, he failed t! follow through and failed to adequately protect his clients’

interests when he closed llis practice. The record does not disclose the harm, if any, that

befell respondent’s in the Miranda, Maurone, Padilla and Lewis matters.

Unquestionably, however,

their cases more diligently.

e clients would have been better off had respondent pursued

~3Respondent offered essentially the same mitigation evidence submitted in the matters under
Docket No. DRB 99-293.
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The DEC found thai respondent demonstrated gross neglect, lack of diligence and

failure to communicate in 1~ ii~anda, Padilla and Lewis. We disagree with the finding of gross

neglect in Lewi.___~s, based on teipondent’s calls and letters in Lewis’ behalf, and find a lack of

diligence instead. In Mir~n~a and Padilla, respondent took no meaningful action in the

divorce proceedings, failing.,, even to file complaints or to clearly advise his clients of his

inaction. Similarly, responq

communicate with the thre~

~ent’s lack of diligence was evident, as was his failure to

lients.

In Maurone, the D]

violations. The record rev

difficulty in communicatin

closing of his law office.

As to respondent’s f~

in that regard in Miranda,

portion of what he had be~

prepared itemized bills for

found, however, that respo~

of the three court appearan

Also, the evidence

notice to at least two clien

day of oral argument befor~

did not find that respondent committed any of the above

e~ls, however, that there came a time when Maurone had great

~vith respondent, seemingly in connection with respondent’s

~re to return unearned fees, the DEC correctly found a violation

!~adilla and Lewis. Although respondent may have eamed a

;n paid, at the time that he closed his practice he should have

hts clients and returned unearned retainers. The DEC correctly

~dent probably earned the $300 he was paid in Maurone, in light

z~s on the client’s behalf.

:l~arly shows that respondent closed his law practice without

!
;, Miranda and Padilla, and without returning their files. On the

as, counsel for respondent submitted a supplemental brief with

exhibits, including, among Other documents, a form letter allegedly sent to his clients,

notifying them that he intended to close his practice; and a letter from an attorney to whom
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respondent referred clients, stating that the attorney had spoken with several ofrespondent’s

clients. Nevertheless, thoso letters were not sent to at least two clients, Miranda and Padilla.

In essence, respondent abaft+ned those two clients, in violation of RPC 1.16(d).

As to the violation o,f RPC 8. l(b), failure to cooperate with the DEC, the DEC

determined that responden~.h~d cooperated to the best of his ability, tuming over whatever

documentation he had avai|a~le to him. We agree.

We disagree, how,

demonstrate a pattern ofne

same time period. That

~v~.r, with the DEC’s conclusion that respondent did not

iI4ct in these matters because the misconduct occurred during the

never been a factor in our consideration of this charge.

Moreover, there is no question that respondent neglected all the within matters, albeit to

different degrees. We find, thus, that respondent violated RPC 1.1 (b).

In Docket No. DRE99-293, respondent’s egregious neglect of his clients’ matters

requires the imposition of a st

DRB 97-455 (three-mont]

prejudicial to the adminis

emotional state was consi~

spension. See In the Matter of Antonio Velazquez, Docket No.

~uspension for abandonment of seven clients and conduct

Ltion of justice in two of the matters; the attorney’s poor

’ed as mitigation)14 and In re Bock, 128 N.J. 270 (1992) (six-

month suspension for attor at ~ who, while serving as both a part-time municipal court judge

and a lawyer, with approxi,m~tely sixty to seventy pending cases, abandoned both positions

~4Velazquez was dis~:ed for unrelated violations.
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by feigning his own death). ~ I~ere, the misconduct was not as egregious as that of Velazquez

or Bock. Thus, were the Mir~Inda, Maurone, Padilla and Lewis matters the only cases before

us, a brief term of suspensi0~ would suffice. Respondent, however, committed many other

egregious violations in the tnatter under Docket No. DRB 99-335. There, respondent

When he traded in the Mercedes knowing that the bank had adisplayed dishonest condu~t.

security interest in the car ~d failing to disclose this fact to the car dealer. Respondent’s

contention that he was una~are that the car served as collateral for the F&M loan defies

credibility. Similarly, resptn~ent’s explanation that, when he made his erroneous statements

to the court, he believed t~lJa! he was telling the truth is unworthy of belief. For example,

respondent’s statement tha ~e did not review F&M’s complaint and order to show cause

until after he traded in the 1~ l~cedes on May 1, 1997 was false, as evidenced by his April 30,

1997 letter to Ritter about t~e underlying matter. In addition, respondent’s statement to

Fralinger that the car was irstorage was clearly intended to mislead the court into believing

that respondent still had po!tscssion of the car. Undeniably, thus, respondent’s statements to

the judge and the law clerk

3.3(a)(1) and RPC 8.4(c).

To the OAE, too, res

during the investigation of

believed that his earlier stat,

~,¢re intentionally untruthful and misleading, in violation of RPC

90 ndent made misrepresentations. Respondent took the position,

Ihis matter, that he was not guilty of misconduct because he had

;ments to the court were truthful. For example, respondent stood

by his position that the F&M loan was not a personal loan and that he did not know that he

did not have title to the car.. However, the loan document that respondent signed clearly

states that the Mercedes waS collateral for the loan. Also, respondent stated to the OAE that
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he had told Fralinger that~ l)e no longer had the car. Fralinger, however, testified that

ofrespondent’s April 30, 1!

to no other conclusion but tl

respondent’s statement that

he thought that the order tc

respondent had told him that the car was in storage.

Although respondent seeks to explain away each of his untrue statements as

unintentional, whether ma~tet to the OAE, the court or the judge’s law clerk, we find that

respondent’s false stateme~ tt! are too numerous to be excused as unpremeditated. A review

~7 letter to Ritter, sent in reply to the order to show cause, leads

ta~ respondent knew the purpose of that pleading. At a minimum,

~,, wanted to consult with counsel undermines his contention that

s low cause was in connection with a client matter.

In short, the logical ~ohclusion is that respondent knew that the car was the collateral

for the loan and traded it in ~hile he still had possession of it. He then claimed that he had

not read the loan document~,~ery carefully, if at all. The totality of the evidence in the record

compels a different conclt.sibn. It is simply not believable that respondent, an attorney,

would not have reviewed t~e loan papers carefully and later, too, would not have examined

the sales tax papers in deta 1. We rejected respondent’s contentions as untruthful.

In addition to the abe

the purchase price of the

application in Pennsylvani~

that someone at the Penn~,

altered the document. The ~

~v~, in count two the DEC determined that respondent had altered

c, ~r on the documents submitted in connection with the title

t. We agree with the DEC’s conclusion. It simply defies reason

y vania Bureau of Driver Licensing would intentionally have

inly possible inference is that respondent himself altered the price

of the car on the certificate! o~ title to avoid paying additional taxes.

As to count four, respondent contended, in a nutshell, that this letterhead form was on
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his computer, that he did not .lhaow how to change it and that he occasionally forgot to white-

out the inaccurate informatioia. Respondent’s explanation would have been more believable

As to the last count

DEC. Whether responde

irrelevant. Attorneys have

situation is analogous to at

Lawyers’ Fund for Client

responsibility for complyin

of the rules. We find, thus,

while ineligible.

if he had provided a letter written, in the same time period, with the correction. Although we

find a violation of RPC 7.$(~)(1) in this regard, this finding does not alter the appropriate

measure of discipline requi rid by the balance of respondent’s serious infractions.

p!acticing law while ineligible), we are unable to agree with the

~t received notification that he was ineligible to practice is

~uty to be aware of the requirements of the practice of law. This

~eys who fail to pay the annual assessment to the New Jersey

P~’otection. In those cases, we have placed on attorneys the

g ~ith the court rules and have disregarded claims of ignorance

hi~t respondent violated RPC_ 5.5(a) and R. 1:26 by practicing law

We now tum to thI| ~ppropriate quantum of discipline for respondent’s overall

misconduct. In a recent ca~,ian attorney who sold a computer that belonged to his law firm

and kept the proceeds rec¢i,~ed a reprimand.

respondent’s conduct was h~ more egregious.

title, lied repeatedly to a tri

his communications with tl

In In re Kernan, 1181

In re Butler, 152 N.J___.~. 445 (1998). Here,

He traded in a car to which he did not hold

~ ~u~al about his actions and continued his pattem of deception in

be OAE.

q~. 361 (1990) an attomey, in his own matrimonial matter, failed

to inform the judge that he :h~d transferred real property for no consideration when he had

previously certified to thej~d~ge that the property was one of his assets. The Court called the
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conveyance a"purported fr~lu 1." Moreover, the Court concluded that Kernan had knowingly

made a false certification wh~ n he "failed to amend the certification of his assets to disclose

the transfer." The Court co~n~ idered the attorney’s prior private reprimand an aggravating

factor and imposed a three-

Given respondent’ s

clients, we unanimously d

month suspension.

~e~ious misconduct in these matters and his abandonment of his

e~rmined to impose a one-year suspension. We considered

respondent’s testimony.abc ut the death of his father and his alcoholism. Even taking those

factors into account, howe e, respondent s m~sconduct was so serous and showed such a

deficiency of character tha~ ~ lengthy suspension is clearly warranted.

Prior to reinstateme~tt,! respondent is to provide a report from a psychiatrist approved

by the Office of Attorney Etl~ics, attesting to his fitness to practice law. Furthermore, upon

reinstatement, respondent ils io practice under the supervision of a proctor for two years.

Two members recu~ ed themselves.

One more point war tarots mention. The DEC urged us to direct respondent to return

the unearned fees to his cli~n!s. We conclude, however, that the fee arbitration system is the

proper forum for such mat-tel

We further require

for administrative costs.

Dated:

~ondent to reimburse the Disciplinary Oversight Committee

By:

Vice Chair
Disciplinary Review Board
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